(change subject)

Our children need help. Request more drive bys on Industrial area, looking for people and business spaces, even cars and trucks, including utility vehicles who are using illegal electronic devices.  

Relatives,
For the last 4 months, since June, we have had illegal electronic fire arms pointed at us and the neighbors. They are trying to kill us all. At this very moment, they have pointed at my head for at least an hour. I have burns all over my body. They aim and target vital organs. These are young 20 year olds, murdering whores (spreading dis-ease). 

Recent two years. Our three vehicles have been hit literally, gas line cut and other assorted crimes on the streets. Google Express started many fires in the neighborhood, a bunch of criminals, again, young children (20 year olds). 

Now we have been targeted for death. It is time to get aware. We give everything away, this is how we stay true blue. 

Google security tried to help us, telling me to call you more often even on an hourly basis (Palo Alto Police, and when we did, your policeman attacked us instead).  I had to clean up this mess, I alone was willing to fight with these kids and teach them some manners. And worst of all, they were evil to the core. And without spiritual skills, your policemen where taken down, like whores. I am sorry, but this is true. You need our help. 

Google Express security said, you had a good relationship with Google, but this did not happen. Your receiving did not receive, as you call screen and lack of funding (too many salaries, too few police). I did write to them a formal letter to Google, with their no evil policy. Google security even gave us a direct email to get grant help from Google instead of paying for the damage of the community., I think a bribe myself. We still have not been compensated.  

Past: We had issues with our motorhome seized and my husband charged with a repaired fix it ticket, a warrant still out on him presently. The system cannot verify information, just use it against the community. We have not been compensated. 

When we started our ministry on the streets 12 years ago. Early on, one of your police officer lied in court, rigged the ticket and shall I go on. Ultimately he was just trying to get closer to Holiness David my husband, a veteran. People stop to talk to him, they even follow us around like puppy dogs and little children, because we help them, the people in need. We have so many thank you letters locally and around the world. Yet we had to take Palo Alto to court. We won and now part of the witness of the city system. We have not been compensated, nor asked for anything. 

IN all that time (12 years), I have not publically shown my face. But now it is time. I am White Buffalo Calf Woman your Twin Deer Mother. And I am a public figure. We will be starting to train veterans spiritual warfare, to bring peace to the streets. We must act now, because the people are rising up. And they are calling for me. 

Because I alone can take care of a street, even when 500 or 1000 illegal Google Express business at 911 Industrial. I made those kids clean up after themselves. The police did not, instead they used you like common whores, as a weapon against those who stood up for righteousness and peace. We have not been compensated. 

Now, Standing Rock Sioux is global and I must expose who I am, for the whole world. Remember this is Palo Alto and when I take this to the people, they will stand with Standing Rock and with White Buffalo Calf Woman. We will help bring peace to the streets, because we have the spiritual skills, you lack. You need our help.

We are not against the City. We are not against the Police. We have even protected you. We will act as a beneficial arm, to bring peace to the streets. We are the Sioux Task Force. And I will be standing with Standing Rock. You see, these are my people and they need me. And Palo Alto is my home. They need me. The great heavenly father in the sky did not send me here to bring hatred and opposition, instead brought me here to heal and unite, even the murdering whores. They are but young children, being paid because what else can they do, after being raped and molested by the very ones who swore to protect them. 

One time at the park (Mitchell Park), I saw hundreds of teenagers, running from the Police. These same kids, recently walked out of school and protested for a better life, right here in Palo Alto. 

We will be working with kids and veterans. We will be helping bring peace to the streets. We will unite all of us together. But for now, realize, they are using illegal electronic firearms of various types to kill us and neighbors, when people get in their cars and walk into buildings, they are shooting at people. This is happening right now, on Industrial. 

And do not spend any time giving us tickets on our motorhome, because it will end up in the courtroom, with the same attorney who the city lost to. This is not our intend to harm you, please do not allow it to be yours to harm us. Again to this point we have protected you and your reputation. Let this be a good story instead, I can tell the people in Palo Alto. 

We are contacting politicians and informing the neighborhood (in a good spiritual way, they know they cannot depend on you). And when this happens "on what to do" and how to gather evidence. Previously, I spent two hours walking around when the google express mancamp was here talking to neighbors. They told me how they feared just walking out side and crossing the street. They feared their cars would get smashed, like our three vehicles have been attacked. We are a legal 501 church. These are federal crimes. When I call to complain, your policemen come to me and start to give me warnings. They disturb us, your police, while I call for your help. Yet the people call for me, when they need help, because they know, I will fight for them, as the last two years has shown (dealing with criminals) on Industrial. Again, I find myself in the need to go around the neighborhood to talk to them, to see how we can help them, because you (Police or the City of Palo Alto) cannot, since you simply do not have the skills to detect these waves. We are searching for electronic detectors and will be using these to measure frequencies. 

For now, all you can do is be more attentive with drive bys. And if you pay attention, you might even catch a murdering whore with their illegal electronic firearms. Do you even know what to look for, this is an issue as well. We will try to inform you as much as we learn, for now, look at the articles I have sent, describing all the kinds of electronic killing machines and their effects and intentions on people. We will try to educate everyone as best as we can. 

Again veterans will be training with us soon and neighbors too. My face will appear public to the whole world and they will know where I am. We are getting ready for this spiritual war, in a peaceful manner, because we call to the "LAW of LOVE". 

Do your work, drive by and notice, cars without license plates (the motif of mercenaries). Young people hanging around for 5-15 minutes sitting around in their cars (shooting illegal firearms), then driving away rotationally. They go around making confusion, by yelling down the street. And I notice a change in shift for them is 5 am, 2pm and 10-11 pm. Trucks go by and stop in the middle of the road especially in the dark, but even in the day too. Girls and boys mostly in their 20's. These devices are so outlawed that I cannot find much on the federal books yet we all know electronic fire arms are federally illegal even in warfare, yet I think they still use them. This is where so called security learned about these devices. If you need to learn more about these illegal devices and symptoms read here. It is very good reading: 

Electronic Torture (Addendum)
https://plus.google.com/+WhiteBuffaloCalfWomanTwinDeerMother/posts/Wby35zyPrEN

Non-lethal weapons exist to target our brains and bodies
https://plus.google.com/+WhiteBuffaloCalfWomanTwinDeerMother/posts/TQcvwP6M3Ty

They have stopped at nothing to kill this neighborhood, as the leases are running out from many of the local businesses. They want everyone gone, while injuring and murdering others, to get them out of the way, without any way to fight back. The homeless is really being hit hard for sure. And when the people find out what you have been doing with their children, instead of protecting them, I do not think they will take it well. Palo Alto fight for their children and the homeless, because it may be their own child. And when they are out on the streets, we have been taking care of them for the last 12 years. We have a track record of helping the neighborhoods.We have not been compesated.

They are using frequency generated devices, sound devices that pierce your whole body and sound much like car alarms, yet aim directly at people. Those murdering whores (spreading dis-ease) use microwave pulse and much more variable frequencies. Last night, they sent a type of laser through my body, that felt like a knife inside of me. I have spiritual skills, but the people do not, they are being mutilated with murdering criminals with illegal firearms.  This is why we must walk and talk to the people, because they need to learn another way to heal their collective dreaming. Even the police are being targeted. We must join together instead of fight each other. 

Informing you Chief of Police, Dennis Burns. You tried to fly with me in the spiritual domain, but would not walk with me in the physical domain. This is not harmonic, this is not true blue. And this is what we will teach you, through spiritual warfare, how bring peace to the world. Because I can walk through a violent crowd, sing a song and bring them all to harmony. I do this over and over again. I gave gifts for you and I know you do not understand everything and that is why I am here to help the Police, the City, the Neighbors and the World. I will be telling everyone. I cannot stay hidden any longer from the public, as they are crying for me to appear, especially the children who need another way to live, a happy life, not taken out of peoples arms by doctors and performing non-elective surgery. This is happening in Palo Alto. These are the complaints I hear from residents. And Redwood city got an armor tank recently. Police are not Military, and you do not get the training necessary. And many cops are being killed. Only through spiritual warfare will you be able to be safe. 

We are fighting for our children and will be training veterans and others who want to learn. And there are many who are standing with Standing Rock, to save our waters. In other words the world wants answers to their whys. There is more and more violence. After all this time, there is much still to learn. For now, it is time to make more visibility in the Palo Alto industrial area. We will be doing our part. I am informing you. 

White Buffalo Calf Woman your Twin Deer Mother
elder
alightfromwithin.org Angel Services Around the World
Sioux Task Force and Rainbow Warriors of Prophecy
Jews for the Ark of the Covenant, Holy People of the Rainbow

ps. I have attorneys waiting to sue the city. Attorney to city attorney. You (police) report to the city officials. We (Sioux task force) report to elders. Let us (city security) instead work together in a harmonic way, protecting each other and bring peace to the streets. 

Veterans are stepping up to protect America and her children. How about you?   



On Mon, Nov 16, 2015 at 8:09 AM, White Buffalo Calf Woman, your Twin Deer Mother <whitebuffalocalfwoman@gmail.com> wrote:
Brother Dennis Burns,
My husband Holiness David Weekley is carrying our phone 650-669-0412. Please help him. He will be in the lobby in a few minutes Thank you. We help everyone in the community (alightfromwithin.org 501c3) from about 12 years now. We stay in the streets to know what is going on. We hope to assist you in future needs of the city of Palo Alto.
your devoted Sister
White Buffalo Calf Woman
alightfromwithin.org

On Mon, Nov 16, 2015 at 7:14 AM, White Buffalo Calf Woman, your Twin Deer Mother <whitebuffalocalfwoman@gmail.com> wrote:




On Mon, Nov 16, 2015 at 7:11 AM, White Buffalo Calf Woman, your Twin Deer Mother <whitebuffalocalfwoman@gmail.com> wrote:


Good Morning Brother Dennis Burns (Risen Sun of Man),
This is what you requested in the wind. Attached image of information (tow yard data) to call to delay sale or return our vehicle to us. My husband will be at your office this morning to insure cooperation and assistance in the matter. Please use your ability to save our motorhome and help us help the Palo Alto community. 

To protect the department of police, if we work together, donations could be received and used to pay feeds for the storage (delay sale one week). The best result would be the return of our vehicle today, towed back to Palo Alto. Fees can be paid later. I am sure you can arrange this with them. Another thing, your people said we could go and pick up our things one day. And the towing yard said the same thing. However, when we tried to do this, they said, we needed a release from the police department. So we have not been able to get any of our property back. All has been stolen from us and the world (ark of the covenant papers). We want to protect everyone. Yet we need your help my Brother.  We have went to great lengths to protect the Palo Alto Police Department and Google Inc. Please help us.

Thank you big brother. 
Little sister, White Buffalo Calf Woman your Twin Deer Mother
alightfromwithin.org Angel Services Around the World
Sioux Task Force operated by Jews for the Ark of the Covenant

yesterday rising sun at Palo Alto and Mt. View bird sanctuary
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-qH0n8ZPcyiQ/VkkmA18Kt0I/AAAAAAAAWhw/j_Tin0f2IoU/s1600/IMAG0354.jpg

http://sacredsongblessings.blogspot.com/2015/11/we-are-praised.html

Sunday, November 15, 2015

We Are Praised (prayer sent out yesterday to global congregation)






On Fri, Nov 13, 2015 at 5:02 PM, White Buffalo Calf Woman, your Twin Deer Mother <whitebuffalocalfwoman@gmail.com> wrote:
ps. will burn a dvd for you and will drop it off or I will try to upload to a safe site for you to upload and/or view. Friday at 5pm not sure I can drop it off for you my Brother. Blessings your Sister and Brother, elders

On Fri, Nov 13, 2015 at 4:59 PM, White Buffalo Calf Woman, your Twin Deer Mother <whitebuffalocalfwoman@gmail.com> wrote:
Chief of Police, City of Palo Alto Police Department

Beloved Brother Dennis Burns (Risen Sun of Man), 
This is a gift for you (please look below). This is what people from all over the world come to me for, to learn about their greatness. I am White Buffalo Calf Woman. This gift is from the Ark of the Covenant knowledge. 

The Sioux Task Force (operated by Jews) is an intermediary from the street (homeless or conflict like domestic disputes) to placement and resolution, governed by Elders from each City. We will be reporting to them and assisting the city police with difficulties such as tracking, conflict resolution and much more. One thing that people are unaware of is the dark space of our spiritual. Man is searching for this place, while the Sioux Task Force is operating in these parameters dealing with evil and hatred. I personally have taken the Google Express from Terrorism to nice young kids working at a job they want to keep. There are a few problems, yet going from EVIL to Peaceful is not an easy task. These kids (google express) are not afraid of the police and have used you (police) to perform bully and hate crimes against a church. We have been helping everyone, community, business and homeless. We took care of many on the street before the Opportunity was in existence and to this day. 

This letter is to help you choose to help and protect us (get our motorhome towed back from where you towed it from before the sale on Monday 10am), or we must use the superior court (we have taken the Palo Alto Police to court before and won, as your officers straight up lied and created tickets, which you have done this time as well) and federal court for crimes (civil rights and church hate crimes) issued from your officers. I have gifted to you, a video I am sending to Mt. View police to help police workers understand what is happening in the spacial fields of light and sound waves, due to increased technology used by cellular phones and wifi. An officer from Mt. View got scared of me and grabbed my arm and broken my wrist. We were at a private lot to assist the homeless to place them into housing. I have not been able to type since them. Even today, I risk more injury as I write to you. 

People get afraid of me if they are full of sin. People even look at me and run for their lives. And if they think they can bully and hate to control us, then we must return their fire back onto them. I have protected the Palo Alto and Mt. View Police, because I know you need help. We are ready to help, with spiritual training, because it is more than prayers. It will protect their lives. It has to do with wave lengths in the air that cannot be seen, yet bombard us daily and constantly from the world around us. In this last month, I have had to sing (purify the spacial fields, waves in the air), yell at young and assist the helpless. 

Being a public figure, my life is at stake. How will Palo Alto protect us if they cannot even protect us from a parking lot of children terrorizing the community? No matter how much kickbacks you get from Google, which I will have to assist as well (Google Security a bunch of kids) , they will never care about you or your families like the Sioux Task Force. We will protect you, house you and assist your families. Anyone who risks their lives, such as firemen and police officers, as well as our warriors in training and in the field, which will include veterans, we will protect, gift to first, even before the homeless (we are a 501c religious). Risking our lives for this world often gets no reward. For us, this will change the dynamics of a peaceful community. The cities are often in reduced funding and gets worse in the passing months. Even though you report to the city government, we still consider you community warriors, whom is our duty to protect and assist in their development.

After our motorhome is returned to us this weekend (the good story, no court rooms), I am going to walk and talk to all of the people, a campaign to get volunteers to helps with the Sioux Task Force ( no salaries, true blue), an operation to help with many community issues to assist the Police. Consider us little sister (sioux task force) to big brother (government). We took this last month to look at Palo Alto difficulties. Engineers call this place the slums. 12-14 year olds are violent, yelling profanities. Shopping centers are ready for hate crimes. And I have to sing my way through young children who are lost. And even at Mitchell Park, we have had to reduce the hatred in the parks, correct youngest (10-teenagers) and young people (30 year olds, acting like 12 years old) from swearing. People either hate me (sinners, because I show them their sin and they do not like it, striking out with more hate, violence and attempted murder) or they love me so much, they want us to succeed. Palo Alto is in a spiritual crisis and the escalated emotional violence has risen. I find young and old crying everywhere and we have to comfort them and assist them in the over-flooding of knowledge pouring into their dreaming fields. 

If, god forbid, that our vehicle is sold, then I am really sorry, but I will have to tell the people. The ark of the covenant knowledge inside the motorhome could be lost and the whole world will suffer. If you make sure it is returned we will protect you instead. We thought about how to become street exempt from tickets and what do you know, we qualify (special interest license plate http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/cgi-bin/displaycode?section=veh&group=05001-06000&file=5060-5075 ) and Section 23701d of the Revenue and Taxation Code. http://ag.ca.gov/gambling/pdfs/revtaxcode.pdf. and http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/cgi-bin/displaycode?section=rtc&group=23001-24000&file=23701-23712

This is how your community officer could have helped us rather than entrap us.

VEHICLE CODE 
SECTION 5060-5075 
5060.  (a) An organization may apply to the department for
participation in a special interest license plate program and the
department shall issue special license plates for that program if the
issuance of those plates is required by this article, the sponsoring
organization complies with the requirements of this section, and the
organization meets all of the following criteria:
   (1) Qualifies for tax-exempt status under Section 501(c)(3) of the
Internal Revenue Code and Section 23701d of the Revenue and Taxation
Code. read more link above or added below for further reading.
One thing I know Holiness David Weekley (Running Eagle Shooting Star) does is show us the difficulties of the people and many of those living in motorhomes have no place to repair their vehicles. We would like to see you help us gathering donations for the holidays to make our assistance efforts come true and benefit the people and community. We do not want to move against you. We would rather spend our time helping you.

The opportunity center cost 60 million. LA proposes 101 million over this next year. You know that is not much assistance, when salaries are concerned. Here are some articles Holiness David has gathered regarding the homeless issue rising everywhere. There are so many on the streets from just two years ago. 
 
LA http://www.scpr.org/news/2015/06/01/52119/california-bill-prohibits-crackdown-on-sleeping-in/

This the bill Assembly Bill 718  clearly stated:
http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/pub/15-16/bill/asm/ab_0701-0750/ab_718_bill_20150714_amended_sen_v95.pdf

downloaded from law office, no opposition
http://www.calbar.ca.gov/Portals/0/documents/legislation/proposals/BLS-2013-05-tax_exemption_under_23701-ADA.pdf


Holiness David adds 
Stopping the lein-sale of our home (motorhome) on November 16, 2015, 10AM.

Get Citation # 4314830 dropped or dismisssed (it was never parked or abandoned) and other created charges. Wipe it clean all parking violations. 

On Thursday October 8th, 2015, our motorhome towed and we were put out onto the curb. My wife was allowed only 5 minutes to grab what she could, harming herself in the efforts. Your officers blocked the passageway/hallway inside. All our possessions were stolen. 



Okay my Brother, it's up to you to bring this to a good story or a bad story. What will it be. We will seek prayers to a good resolution for all Palo Alto and the world. The people will be coming as I reveal my face to them and show them another way to live, happy rather than in fear. We will promote gatherings and programs for everyone to initiate true brotherhood. We are in a spiritual crisis my Brother Risen sun of Man (Dennis Burns). To learn more, I will help train all the warriors who need a path to find a good way to save our world. In this most important time, we need Christians who believe and faithful to rise up for what is right.


Enclosed video for Mt. View, which has not been shared with them yet. I think a series of training manuals for officers and warriors will help them abundantly. This is only an idea of what is to come. There is no editing. Thank you.


Your devoted servant, White Buffalo Calf Woman your Twin Deer Mother, elder crystal child (11) (Monica Elizabeth Aube) .... and Holiness David Running Eagle Shooting Star your Father Red Hand, elder lavender child (8) (David Carl Weekley).

Alightfromwithin.org Angel Services Around the World
Sioux Task Force and Rainbow Warriors of Prophecy
Jews for the Ark of the Covenant, the Rainbow Promise

ps. video files are large, will send as soon as possible for you to upload and view. thank you.

   
Friday, November 13, 2015

Gather Together and Save This World



Gather Together and Save This World, a Sacred Song Blessing for Dennis Burns "Risen Sun of Man" Chief of Police, City of Palo Alto Police Department 

There is a day when all is done, going to bring home the SUNS. Let us join our hands for everyone. God is near us to hear the song (beaming from our hearts). Bring it home from yesterday to shine it true a holy wave. There is more for us to learn, when we shine from the sacred urn (fire of desire, light that is cleansed by fire). Let it view and shine it true from the hands of all we knew. We are hoping for a better day just in time for us to praise.

Come my little ones from everywhere, there is a very good stare. Just help us vision for a brand knew day to let us have hopes and dreams for us to praise. We are coming in the droves, hand in hand for all we know. There is time for us to sing, the battle cry for everything. Sing it true, sing in the blue. We are going to the magical view. We are God's children who need a home. Let us share the sacred tones.

There is a dawning inside our hearts. Let us share all the sacred parts. We are moving in the seas, to bring in hope for our destiny. There is longing in everyone, to make it rising to the sacred suns (risen soldiers, awaken, fight for law and order, love discovers). We are dreaming for a better day, to help and heal all we say. Shine it true, shine it awry (turned  or twisted toward one side; to reflect and go on it's on way, a rolled over lesson). Let us beam a song in our hearts to heal all that has gone wrong from the holy ark (stone of being, Star of David, the balanced crystalline being of light). 

Let the Christians take the sword, take out evil with our words (to be righteous). This is the place that we have the battle cry to heal the world against the lies (untruths). We are dreaming for everyone to share and be faithful like good SUNS (sons rising up, brotherhood drinks from this cup). We are dreaming for a better world just in time to shed the herd (a renewal, shed the wool and make a blanket of love). Thank you God for giving us hope, on each day down the slope (soul descends with knowledge of the spirit). There we will believe in all our dreams, because we know the sacred steam (dew of heaven and earth, the breath of life).

We are born to save this world. We are born to make a herd (gather together). Let us become the fabulous clan, Palo Alto to become MAN (rising suns). 

White Buffalo Calf Woman sings and Holiness David Running Eagle Shooting Star drums from the heart of Palo Alto Police Chief Dennis Burns. A violet child, he is considered a sacred pipe keeper, the high priest for God. He is able to speak for a group of people and stand for prayer and righteousness upon the land. 


Sacred Buffalo Robe or the Sacred Scroll of the Book of Life for Brother Dennis Burns, four directions in colors to determine spiritual relative position in the Clan of the ONENESS. Violet (child), Aqua, Rainbow, Gray.

Violet (sine wave 7 third sun, the mountain that spews), aqua (wave 10 eldest daughter, the sky that grew and flew), rainbow (wave 12 mother of the rainbow, reverberates all the hues, red robe knews), gray (wave 14 grandmother connecting us to the dreaming fields of everyone). Violet child is the gatekeeper to being Holy (8) and aqua, as well as rainbow is the doorkeeper to Peace (11). 

To search more about colors or wave forms that emanate from our beingness, search http://crystal-indigo-children.blogspot.com and http://sacredsongblessings.blogspot.com  



Mitchell Park Palo Alto
Great Name written on the Book of Life for Brother Dennis Burns:
Mission: "Risen Sun of Man" (quite a glorious name, wow)
Tools of light, how to accomplish mission: 
"Fallen Child (willing to be humble and bow, a heavenly virtue come to earth, play with joy)"
Dream: "The Wake" (awaking of mankind, rattles with thunder)

Great Name sacred song. 
Reason I live is to break bread with you (brotherhood knews). Let us share this family view. We are looking into the sky to heal the relatives far and wide. I am called the "Risen Sun of Man" (quite a glorious name), just in time to shine and bind (bring us together). Let us become the holy ground, that allows us to find the clouds. With this hope, we desire, the long of fortune/fortress that smiles. They know me as the "Fallen Child (willing to be humble and bow, a heavenly virtue come to earth)". This is why they call me out. Since my hopes and dreams are profound, I place my life in the sounds (glorious rapture of God). With this making a wrath (righteousness) is born to make sure we have solid horns (strong to share out brotherhood). And at this time, they call me "The Wake", just to share heaven's stakes. 

Gifted by Alightfromwithin.Org Angel Services Around the World
Sioux Task Force (little sister) and Rainbow Warriors of Prophecy (big brother)
Jews for the Ark of the Covenant, the Rainbow Promise and Birthing of the People  



Sacred Song Blessings, gift all a good song, because you are perfect in all that does song. Our hearts reach into heaven, and we flood, with a sound, the music of Angels, that gift us pure sound. I want you to know, that you are part of God, the echo, that lingers till light hits the "Dawn". And we are the magic, that children who know, the heart always has pureness, like the blessed snow! White Buffalo Calf Woman sings

Posted by White Buffalo Calf Woman at 3:23 PM
http://sacredsongblessings.blogspot.com/2015/11/gather-together-and-save-this-world.html







 






